
UNFORGETTABLE
Imagine corporate team-building amidst scenery so spectacular 

no one will ever forget it—that’s what the Algonquin, a famed golf course
recently given a multi-million dollar renovation, has to offer. 

WHY CHOOSE
THE ALGONQUIN?
• The perfect mix of a historic hotel with 

tremendous meeting space, and an oceanside

golf course with incredible scenery that is

playable for all.

• A clubhouse overlooking the ocean with indoor

and outdoor hospitality options.

• Detailed world-class service levels at the hotel

and clubhouse.

• Dedicated staff who will assist you throughout

the process, whether it is setting up a meeting

in the hotel or a tournament at the course.

• Assistance with corporate-branded 

merchandise through our golf shop. 

GETTING HERE
There are a variety of ways to get to the Algonquin in

St. Andrews by-the-Sea. Major airports include:

• Fredericton, NB: 143 km

• Saint John, NB: 126 km

• Halifax, NS: 485 km

• Bangor, Maine: 194 km

INCREDIBLE HERITAGE
Established in 1894, the Algonquin has a storied and

remarkable history. Reworked extensively in the 1920s by the

legendary Donald Ross, the course was heavily renovated at

the turn of the 21st century by Canadian Thomas McBroom.

More recently, it was reworked under the watchful eye of Rod

Whitman, one of Canada’s most noted designers. Every one

of Whitman’s Canadian designs is in the Top 100 in Canada

on SCOREGolf’s biennial course ranking list. 

The result? A course that was always breathtakingly

beautiful is even more so, with ocean vistas more prominent

than ever. And in a contemporary fashion, the Algonquin is

playable by all levels of players, with few forced carries, and

readily walkable. 

H

“Whitman told me his goal is to have golfers
say, ‘Wow.’ Mission accomplished.”

—Travelindustrytoday.com

For more information: Charlie Martin, Director of Golf

charlie.martin@algonquinresort.com

506.529.4037 | www.algonquinresort.com
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THE GOLF COURSE
Revitalized. Restored. Rejuvenated. And incredibly rewarding.

Oh, and did we forget to mention more spectacular than practically any course

in Canada? That’s the Algonquin, which for well more than a century has been

among Canada’s seaside golfing greats.

But good golf can always get better, and that’s exactly what’s happened with

the Algonquin. Under the guidance of Rod Whitman, the brilliant mind behind

the creation of many of Canada’s top designs, the Algonquin has undergone an

extensive renovation, in turn elevating it to its rightful place among the country’s

best. With the renovation of the course now

complete, it’s now your turn to enjoy the

breathtaking beauty where spectacular golf

meets incredible ocean vistas. 

As the Globe and Mail said: “Whitman has

created an open and expansive golf course that

takes full advantage of proximity to the ocean,

in this case the waters of Passamaquoddy Bay.”

“A four-hole stretch that
starts the back nine has
the potential to rival
anything in Canada.”

—Robert Thompson
Global Golf Post

With incredible views of Passamaquoddy Bay,

this eminently playable golf course is the

ideal place to hold your corporate outing,

company tournament, or small client event. One thing

is clear—the experience at the Algonquin, from our

world-famous hotel through to the incredible seaside

golf course, has few rivals anywhere in Canada. 

With a clubhouse overlooking the incredible 

Passamaquoddy Bay, the Algonquin’s golf course is a

setting for your tournament unlike any other, where

groups of up to 120 can be accommodated, or more

intimate gatherings of 24 to 48 can be shuttled from

the resort for a day of meetings, tremendous food,

and unforgettable golf. 

Situated only a short drive from New Brunswick

airports at St. John and Fredericton, or a two-hour

drive from Bangor, Maine, the Algonquin is the perfect

place to connect with clients, your management team,

or employees.

20,000
Square feet of meeting space in

the hotel; capacity for up to 120

people in clubhouse

120
Participant tournament capacity,

though the ideal size is smaller

groups of 24 to 48

2017
Honorable mention, Meetings +

Incentive Travel Readers’ Choice

Awards for Best Hotel in 

Eastern Canada

233
Guest Rooms

10
Meeting Rooms

4 to 300
Attendees can be 

accommodated for events

CORPORATE FACT BOX

HOSPITALITY ELEVATED
A historic, legendary hotel paired with an incredible

golf course on the ocean—that’s what the Algonquin offers

your tournament or corporate retreat. 

The hotel has few rivals anywhere in Canada when it

comes to accommodations, amenities, service and attention

to detail. With the backdrop of one of the country’s most

elegant and timeless seaside communities, history is every-

where at the Algonquin. And we’re here to ensure your

event—from a small gathering of your management team

to a tournament with key customers—is handled with the

level of service you’d expect from expert staff. With up to

26,000 square feet of meeting space, and room for up to

120 guests in our well-appointed clubhouse (including our

wonderful patio), the Algonquin has exactly what you need

to host an incredible corporate event. 

“The first four back nine holes 
will ultimately be worth the greens
fee alone.”

—Jason Logan, Editor, SCOREGolf
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